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BAciiioRoOND - AND STATEMENr OF ISSUES 

~. ~. . :, Thecr>Indus~{~l Excess Landfill (IEL) in Uniontown, Ohio is on the National 

'_.J Prip:;ities, List (NFL) of the u.s. Envi:rtXU'l'eIltal Protection Agency (USEPA) . 

• , 1, Coneerne~l-Citizens of Lake Township (CCLT), cc:iYposed of members of the 
t...;._ Cc::rnrqllty:-surrounding the site, petiticned the Agency for Toxic Substances and
::1:': Diseii:>e Registry (ATSDR) to conduct a public health assessrrent of IEL. In 

1989, ATSDR released a public health assessment of this site [1J. 

ATSDR is a member of the IEL Technical Infonnation Ccmnittee (TIC). The TIC 
was established to review remedial design catp:>Ilents and other technical 
issues at the site. ATSDR is addressing the radio!o3'ical data in this health 
consultation because of agency involvement on the TIC and the concerns of CCLT 
that radioactive materials may be in the landfill. 'The Ohio Environmental 
Protection Agency (OEPA) and the USEPA collected the radiation data . For the 
OEPA, contractor services provided the radiolO3'ical analyses. The USEPA 
National Air and Radiation Environmental Lal::oratory (NAREL) analyzed the 
radiolcgical s~les collected by USEPA. The sampling data reviewed for this 
health consultat~on were suppliea to ATSDR by OEPA and USEPA. 

Samoling at IEL included four quarterly rounds of b:lth water and sediments 
collected from resid~~tial wells and monitoring wells during 1992 and 1993. 
Both sets of wells were sampled at different depths, designated shallow, 
intermediate, and deep. Scme sarnples were field filteredi others were not. 
In addition the sarrples were not true split sarrples. ATSDR, however, believes 
the data are of suffici~~t quality to evaluate the information for public 
health i~lications (see appe.'1.di.x) . 

The analyses included gross alpp.a radiation, gross beta radiation, and tritium 
(H-3) us~g the laboratory procedures developed for the Safe Drinking Water 

Act (SUIiA) (2]. Specific radioisotg;>ic ide!1tification was either by gamna 
radiation spectroscopy or direct radiochemical analysis. The mal'or natu..ral.l y 
occurring radioisotopes detected included Uranium (U-238/235/234 , Thorium 
(Th-232/230/227), and Radium (Ra-226/228). The other major radioisotope for 
which there were analyses was Plutonium (Pu-239/238). 

ATSDRts top priority is to protect public health and the agency will determine 
if there is a public health hazard based on current levels of radiation. To 
make this determination, ATSDR addressed two questions related to lEI.. . 

L Are the current levels of radioactivity detected at IEL elevated 
(above background) and; 

2. 	 If the levels are elevated, what are the public health hazards 
associated with those levels of radioactivity in the landfill? 

-" ,.. ; 
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Discussion: 

To review the information collected for this consultation, ATSDR examined the 
data on an individual well basis . '!his included the depth of the collected 
sarrples and when the samples '1ere collected (quarterly roonds). Including 
field blanks, laboratory dupllcates and other quality control and guality 
assurance sarrples, over 1,000 sarrples were analyzed through the jOlIlt efforts 
of OEPA and USEPA. 

There are many methcrls to analyze the data . The final methcxi used by ATSDR 
to analyze the data used the following procedure: 

1. 	 If the data reported was a negative value, then insert half the 
Minimum Detectable Activity (MDA). 

2. 	 If the data were below the detection limit, but greater than a 
reported zero, use those data as reported. 

3. 	 If the data reported were zero, then data were handled as in #l. 

ATSDR chose these procedures because they result in an overall higher 
arithmetic mean and are therefore more conservative (protective of public 
health) than other means of aTlalysis . Discussions of these analyses, the 
sources of background radiation and observations of the data sets collected at 
IEL are included in appendices I and II to ills health consultation. 

Gross alpha and beta results At IEL, the average gross alpha activit;' and 
average gross beta activity did not exceed 15 piccx:::uries per liter (pCi/L). 
In order to make public health detenninations based on the absorbed dose of 
radiation, the specific isotope and ene~ of the radiation are necessary. 
Since ~s alpha and gross beta are not ~sotope-specific, no public health 
deternu..nations or dosimetric evaluations can be maae (Appendix IIIl . 

Tritium (H-3) In the USEPA samoles, residential wells and monitoring wells 
were analyzed for H-3 usLl1g t..~e- S"I:MA approved methcd. In all cases, the H- 3 
concentration did not exceed 300 pCi/L . However, in the December 1992 round 
collec~ed by OEPA, th~ mean triti~ levels in all monitor wells were . 
approxJ.mately 2000 pC~/L. 'L'1e waxJ.nrurn value rep::>rted was about 4,000 pC~/L. 
This was about ten times the values reported by USEPA. 

'The current MCL for tritium in drinking water is set at 20,000 pCi/L . In the 
proposed regulatiOP.s, this NCL would be increased to 60,000 pCilL. Therefore, 
the-levels of tritium reported by OEPA and USEPA are not considered a public 
health problem (Appendix rv) . 

Uranium and thorium in grou.n.c-..ater The groundwater data fran USEPA are shown 
in Tables I. II, and III. O;'.io EPA groundwater results are in Tables IV, V, 
and VI. Table III shows the absolute ranges and arithmetic mean of all wells 
and all rounds for the Ura!llt-"l\, t.'lJ.oriun, a'1d radium isotopes. The current an.c. 
proposed Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) is also gi~'1 for comparison to 
drinking water standards. Fran t..~e information supplied by Hess, NCRP, and 
Longtin (3,4,5], the 2.!'rounts of u..ranium and thorium detected in groundwater at 
IEL are equ.ivalent to normal background levels. Based on these results, the 
levels of uranium and thorium are not considered a public health concern. 
Because of the method used to evaluate the data, radium in rronitoring wells, 
but not in residential wells appears to be elevated above the current MCL . If 
those values below the MDA are not included in the analyses, radium is clearly 
elevated above the current MCL. However, m:::m.itoring wells are not a potable 
water source and thus radium is not considered a contaminant of concern for 
exposure (Appendix V) . 
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Table 	I. Radiation levels1 in groundwater fran residential wells2 as rep:::>rted 
by US 	 EPA 

Well Alpha Beta Tritium 

8 2 .1 5.8 224 

22 1.8 1.3 88 

42 1.7 4. 6 131 

42D 2.7 3.4 147 

48 1.2 2 . 2 124 

52 5 . 0 6.2 180 

54 1.8 2 . 0 123 

62 1.4 1.9 140 

64 1.0 2.8 93 

64D 2.0 2.6 143 

70 1.4 1.8 274 

72 3 .1 2.6 130 

SOD Farm 2.0 2.9 293 

All res wells 2.1 3.1 143 

1. 	 Levels are in picocuries per liter. 
2. 	 The values shown are the arithmetic means of all sampling p:::>ints

collected during the four sampling rounds. 

Table 	II . Radiation Levels1 in Monitoring wells2 . 

Well Gross Alpha Gross Beta Tritium 

Arith.l Geo.· Arith Gee . Arith. C-eo. 

Shallow 6.3 1.5 10.5 3.2 143 120 

Intermediate 1.8 1.5 6.1 3.7 216 174 

Deep 1.8 1.6 4.5 3.2 164 133 

1. 	 Levels are expressed in picocuries per liter . 
2. 	 Data fran US EPA rounds 6 through 9. 
3 . 	 Arithmetic mean of all samoles 
4. 	 Gecmetric mean of all samples 
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Table III . Range of radionuclides in groundwater fran lEU 

Radioisotope Range (pCi/L) Mean2 (pCi/L) MCL' (pCi/L) 

Current Proposed 

Ra-226 1.1 to 
9.5 

6.34 5 20 

Th-232 8.3E-5 to 8E2 1.6E 2 
5E-3 

none 92 

U-234 0 . 06 to 3.3 0.74 
0.34 

30' W 

U- 235 3 . 1E-3 to 
9 . 6E-1 

0.095 
0.04 

30 lID 

U- 238 5.2E-2 to 1. 76 0 .41 
0 .34 

30 lID 

1. 	 Data fran USEPA . The ~es and arithrretic mean values are fran all 
wells (monitoring and res~dential wells), all sampling rounds . 

2. 	 The mean value does not include those sarrples in which the reported 
value was a negative numl::er or the rep::>rted value was zero. Where two 
values are give.'l, the first is for all wells, the second for residential 
wells only. 

3. 	 ~BXimum Contaminant Level for public drinking water supplies. 
4. 	 For Ra-226, the geanetric mean was 5.7 pCi/L. 
5. 	 CUrrent limit does not separate individual uranium isotopes. 
6. 	 under develo~'1t 

Table 	rv Groundwate.... rronitoring well data fran Ohio EPA!-
Isotope t-":ay 

1992 
August 1992 December 

1992 
May 
1993 

Alpha 10.4 146 10.8 15 . 3 

Beta 20 . 2 133 38 . 9 82.9 

Tritium 490 NR' 3312 761 

1. 	 Data in picocuries per liter and averaged across all sampling rounds 
'frem all wells. 

2 . 	 Not reported 
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Table V. Momtaring well data by depth frcm Ohio EPN 

Radiation MW 17 MW 23 MW 27 

parameter Shallow r:eep Shallow Deep Shallow Deep 

Alpha 81 2.3 193 4.3 222 NR 

Beta 119 NR' 210 NR 133 NR 

Tritium 3312 366 NR 597 4012 NR 

1. Data in piccx:::uries per liter. 
2 . Not rep:)rted 

Table VI . Ohio EPA results or- Residential Well Manitoringl 

Well Gross Alpha Gross Beta Tritium 

RW 42 3 .8 9 .4 411 

RW 48 3.5 NR' 375 

RW 52 5 . 9 6.9 403 

RW 64 2.1 NR NR 

1. Values are in picocuries per liter and are the averages of the quarterly 
rounds. 
2 . Not rep:)rted. 

Filter results In su......face soils collected i
re~rted that the activity of U- 238, Th-232, 

n Ohio, Myrick, 
and Ra- 226 was 

et al., (6) 
essentially 1 

pCl./g. ATSDR ccmpared the activities detected on the filters to the r esults 
of the Myrick, et al. studies. Table VII gives t he quarterly analysis of ~he 
filter data supplied by USEPA. The expected ratios, fran the secular 
equilibrium calculations, crre also shown in the table. Based on these 
numbers, the radioactivit¥ ratio rer sram of sediment on t..~ filters 
represents the expected distr ibutlon J.n nature. Although the U-238/U-235 
ratio is less than exoected, this may be related to solubility differences 
between U-235 and U-238 . These results f ran analyses of filter data suggest 
that the levels of radioactivity round in the landfill are naturally cccurri.r:.g 
and present at exoected levels (JI..rce.'1dix VI) . Furthe:rrrore, a detailed study 
of these decay prOducts can explal..~ the elevated gross alpha and gross beta 
radiation measured in landfill wells (data not shown). Briefly, during the 
decay of U-238 to Racon-222, a cas, 4 alpha particles and 3 beta particles are 
emitted. In ,the case of U-235 aecaying to Radon-219, there are 4 alpha 
particles and 3 beta particles. vtnen Th-232 decal' to Rn-220, there are 3 
alpha particles and 2 beta pa...rticles. In an idea setting and secular 
equilibrium in place, t..~e decay of 1 pCi U-238 atom could release 4 pCi of 
alpha particles and 3 pCi of beta particl es . This reasoning can be used to 
explain the elevated gross alpha and. gross beta radiation. 
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Table VII. Isotopic ratio of Uranium and Thorium series radionuclides 
detected on filters from monitoring wells1 . 

Round U-238/Ra  226 U-235/Th-227 Th-232/228 U- 238/235 

6 0.7 0.2 0.58 12 

7 1.3 0.93 0 .88 15 

8 0 . 72 0.48 0.87 13 

9 0 . 6 0.7 0 . 9 13 

Mean 0.83 0.58 0 .81 13.05 

St. Dev. 0.32 0.31 0 .15 1.33 

Expectedl 1.0 0.98 0 .8 22.73 

1. 	 Data from USEPA. 
2 . 	 Detennined by calculating the secular equilibrium ratio of each 

radionuclide series. 
3. 	 The ~resumption was made that there is no differences in solubility of 

the 1sotopeS. 

CCLT expressed concern that plutonium radioisotopes were present in landfill 
sarrples . Of the samples analyzed, or reanalyzed, by NAREL, the plutonium in 
water and on the filters was always below the detection limit by at least a 
factor of two. Because the reported values were below the detection limits, 
no additional data review by ATSDR was necessary. 

SUm:nary of Health Effects Discussion Based on the data supplied and analyzed 
by ATSDR, the levels of radioactive materials detected at I EL as uranium, 
radium, and thorium are prese.'1t at natural levels. Since the radioactivity at 
IEL is representative of naturally occurring levels in surface soils and 
presumably the sediment, and since the rronitori.ng' wells are not used as a 
source of potable water, no adverse health problems would be expected. These 
radionuclides are part of the normal dietary uptake in humans , and few if a'1Y 
health studies have been reported [7]. 

Similarly, one would not expect the radioisotopes t o be hazardous using the 
classification of Resnikoff [8], who intrcduced the term "hazardous life." He 
defined the term as "the tirr.e reouired for a radioactive substance to becane 
non-hazardous, defined here as tlte time for the radioactive concentration t o 
reach 1 00 times maximum perrru..ssible concentration. 11 In the report "Living 
Without Landfills," this is referred to as the "maximum J;>€nnissible 
conc~'1trations allowed by the ~uclear Regulatory Commiss10n, as specified L'1 
its 10 CFR Part 20 regulations." 

Table VIII gives the old limits of 10 CFR 20, the new 10 CFR 20 public limits, 
the hazardous life concentrations, and the levels found at IEL . The current 
levels of radionuclides at lEI.. are below, scmetirres by orders of magnitude, 
the old and new Nuclear Regulatory Commission l i mits and the hazardous life 
concentration as proposed by Resnikoff [S}. This also would suggest no 
adverse health effects would be expected. 
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Table VIII. Radionuclide limits of the Nuclear Regulatory Ccmni.ssion and the 
hazardous life concentrations . 

NRC-21 Haz-Life)NRC-l1Radioisotope I EL' 

1 E 6 30 E 6 30 E 8 H-3 < 300 

30 60 3 E 3 Ra-226 9 . 5 

2 E 3 30 2 E 5 Th-232 8 E -2 

3003 E 4 3 E 6 U- 235 0 . 96 

3004 E 4 4 E 6 U-238 1. 76 

205 E 3 Pu- 238 BDL'5 E 5 

5 E 3 20 5 E 5 Pu-239 BDL 

1. 	 Expressed as picocuries per liter of water, rrost conservative value for 
public exposure reported in the 10 ern 20 in effect in 19B7 . 

2 . 	 New 10 CFR 20 [56 FR 23360] expressed as picocuries per liter of water , 
most conservative value for publ ic exposure . 

3. 	 'The hazardous life concentration as defined by Resnikoff [7] and 
calculated by nrultiplying the numbers in the NRC-1 column by 100. 

4. 	 Maximum concentration at the" landfill in picocuries per liter found at 
the landfill . 

5. 	 Below detection l imit of system. 

Conclusions 

Based on the info:mation and data provided to ATSDR, the IEL concentrations 
are indicative of environmental back~ound levels of radioactivity. More 
importantly, based on curre.T'lt scieIltl.fic knowledge, the levels are not of 
public health concern . ATSDR makes the f ollowing conclusions of the radiation 
data collected at the Industrial Excess Landfill during the 1992 - 1993 sampling 
period: 

• 	 The levels of radioactivity at the IEL site. are in the ranges 
representative of back~.d levels ooth in the state of Ohio and other 
areas around the Unitea States . 

• 	 Although the levels of gross alpha radiation aI"'.d gross beta radiation 
appear to be elevated, an indepth analysis of the radiochemical data 
explain these apparent elevat ed levels as uranium and thorium decay 
products. 

• 	 Tritium levels are c~arable to surface water samples collected 
throughout tio.e country . The detected levels are 100 to 300 times lower 
than the ctLYTent or prCfOsed MCL, respectively. 

• 	 The levels of radiation at lEL are not a public health concern. No 
adverse health e f fects would be expected at the levels present and there 
are no health studies in the scientific literature available to 
substantiate such claims. 
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Reccmnendations 

With the issuance of this health consultation, ATSDR canpletes its evaluation 
of potential radioactive contamination and radioactive materials in the 
Industrial Excess Landfill . 

Because of the lack of r adionuclides at levels of public health concern, no 
reccmnendations for additional sampling for radionuclides are made _ However, 
ATSDR will review additional information if available. 

4#Y7~ 
Paul A. Olarp, Ph.D. Laura Barr 
Senior Health Physicist Environmental Health Scienti st 
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Appendix I 

I. Background Radiation 

Natural decay chains of the uranium isotopes and thorium isotopes account for 
IOCIst of the naturally occurring radioactivity in the environment. Other 
naturally occurring source s contri.but~ to backgrotmd radiation include, but 
are not limited to, l??tassium- 40, vanadium-SO, rubidium-a?, and cosmic ray
interactions . Contributions fran falloot include but are not limited to 
plutonium isotopes, tritium, radioicdines, radiocesium, and radiostrontiums. 
Many of these fallout products are now considered background products because 
of wideSJ?read (global ) occurrence. In qroundwater, backgromd levels of 
radioactlvity can vary depending on fallout fran atrrospheric nuclear testing, 
ore materials, and aquifer properties. 

To determine if the radioactivity at lEL is a.bove backgrotmd levels, there are 
national and local databases for estimating the backgro..md radiation near TEL. 
It is important, however, to recognize that there are limitations to these 
databases. Sane databases ATSDR used supplied only an average but not how 
that average varied (deviated) and sane d3.ta were not collected in the state 
of Ohio or in the vicinity of lEL. ATSDR reccgnized the limitations but the 
data were considered sufhcient ta estimate the potential effects on J?Ublic 
health. Far the issues .of public health and calculations of radiolo:.:p.cal 
dose, the total arrount of radioactivity present can be used to estimate the 
total dose and ultimately potential health effects. 

Databases considered by the TIC included the us Geolcgical SUrvey (USGS) 
regional aquifer database (RJI...sA) used to determine the age of groundwater by 
analyzing tritium (H-3) , the state of Ohia Model State Infarmation System 
(MSlS) for ccmpliance with tl>.e Safe Drinking Water Act (SI»lA, Public Law 93
523), and the USEPA Environmental Radiation ~.mbient Monitoring System (EAAMS ) . 
Table A1 lists the ranges of radioactivity in these databases . 

The USGS report of Ausu:st 13, 1993, suggested the possibility that certain 
wells could be used as background wells [1]. Additional moru.toring of local 
groundwater systems i s planned for 1994 to verify groundwater flow directions . 
Based on the USGS rel=Ort, the monitoring wells ATSDR considers background are 
12 and 20, located no rt.'!-J. a"1d east, respectively, of the landfill. Well 12 is 
hydraulically upgradie."1t fran IEL and Well 20, east of ~.etzger's Ditch, is a 
natural groundwater discr...arce area. Well 20 is less suitable, however, 
because ~t may be influe."1ced by dredgLTlg or by contamination frem the landfill 
if the ditch overflowed, passing into the well between the casing and the 
soils. The radiation levels in these wells are give.'1 in Table AIl. 
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Table AI . Representative values from several databases 

Database Pararreter Range 

RASA' Tritium 64 - 140 pCi/L 

MSIS Gross beta2 3 - 18 pCi/L (6.6 avg.) 

MSIS Gross alphal 4 - 11 pCi/L (4 .1 avg) 

Myrick, et a1. 4 Ra-226 1.5 + 0 . 93 pCi/g 

Myrick, et aL U-238 1.4 + 0 . 79 pCi/g 

Myrick, et aL 'I'h-232 1.0 ± 0.5 pCi /g 

ERAMS' Alpha NIf - 0 . 25 pCi/L 

ERAMS Beta 1.95 - 3 pCi/L 

ERAMS Tritium 250 - 337 pCi/L 

1. USGS regional aquifer database . 
2. Compliance monitoring, ~ estimated at 3 pCi/L . 
3 . ~liance monitoring, MDA estimated at 4 pCi/L . The data were 

collected fran Stark, Surrmit, aI'.d Portage counties that surround the 
landfill . 

4. Myrick, T.E ., Berven, B.A., and F.aywo:x1 , F. F. (1983). Ohio surface soil 
data , arithmetic means only. 

5. Environmental Radiation .Ambient Monitoring System data covering 1979
1984 from 5 surface water samplL~ points in Ohio. 

6. Non-detect 

Table AII . Wells potentially suitable for background values l. 

Well Gross AlpJ"l.a Gross Beta Triti um 

12 3 . 4 (NO - 3.8) 3 . 8 (NO - 4.62) 170 (NO - 330) 

20 1.9 (NO - 2 . 36) 2 . 5 (1.2 - 33.4) 179 (NO - 260) 

1. 	 USEPA values are in picocuries pe= liter and represent the averages of 
all shallow, intermediate, and G=eo well samples . The ranges are give."1 
in pare.'1theses; JllTI is below detection limit: 
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II . Obs ervat i ons o f the data s e ts 

Det ection limits and counting statist ics I n the laboratory
collection of data, computer programs are used to analyze the 
collected data . This becanes a problem when data sets cont ain 
negative numbers or if the data rep::>rted are below the detection 
limit . Normally , these would be classified as "non-detect " or 
"below detection l imits." 

In radiation detection, the lower limit of detection or minirrn.xm 
detectable activity n·mA) and the error in the counting de~ on 
the sarople matrix or ccxrposition, the t ype of r adiation bel.Il9 
detected, the sample counting time, and the mechanics of detecti on 
[2]. 'This is especially true in the analysis of environrrental 
samples. FUrthermore, each data point has an associ ated counting 
error called 2 sigma (20) . Essentially this is the confi dence 
l evel at which one is 95% assured that the r eI?Orted value i s trul y 
representative of the results . In the anal¥515 of environmental 
radioactivit y, the amount of radioactivity l.S so low that the 
associated CO\.ll1ting error can be quite high. Often, the I EL 
samples t 20 error was greater than the reported measurement . One 
must r emember, however, that this i s not an e rror of the sample 
collection but of the sampling" counting . 

To reduce the associ ated COI.ID.ting" error, the l aroratory can COI.ID.t 
the sample for a l onger period of time . However, increasing the 
time does not change the r eported value but results in a lower 
counting error. 

Environmental sampl e dis tribution At the November 18, 1993, TIC 
meeting, NAREL discussed the numerical distribution of the data . 
~~ said that if the data were ~lotted from the lowest to 
highest value , a normal distributl.on was not obtained. 'That is , 
the determinations did not fit a "bell shaped curve ." The 
distribution represented a "l eg-nonnal" distribution where roost of 
the samole values were concentrated at the lower €Pi! of the 
distribUtion. 

To illustrate the differences in the aritr..rnetic means and the 
geometric means, figures (1-8) show the results of groundwater 
sarnoles collected by NAREL during the four rounds . Figures 2, 4, 
6, and 8 give the gecmetric means and the geanetri cal means are 
lower than the aritlo.metic values. To be pr otecti ve of public 
health it would be more conservative to detennL~e any potential 
heal~~ e f fects from the higher arithmetic values . 
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IEL Radiation Data 

USE?A ROU'ld 6 (geometric) 


Shallow ii~r;;;;;----
•Tritium 
II!iI 
Seta 
rEa 
AI ha_.'. -"" ..... - ..- .. ' '-' 


Deep 


Intermed -C 
1EO 1E1 1E2 1E3 

picocuries per liter 

IEL Radiation Data 

USEPA Rotnd 6 


Intermed 

Deep 

1E31EO 1E1 1E2 
picocuries per liter 

Figure 1. Arithmetic mean of USEPA round 6 groundwater data 

Figure 2. Geometric mea.'1 of USEPA Round 6 groundwater data . 
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Figure 8. Arithrretic rr..,an of USEPA Round 9 groundwater data 
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Figure 10. USEPA Round 7 filter data 
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Figure 12 _ USEPA Round 9 filter data 
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Data values Because much of the data reported either were negative values or 
below the Minimum Detectable Activity (t'IDA) , the question of how to analyze 
the data was raised by CCLT and their experts. The major concern raised was 
use of data below the MOA. ATSDR considered these possible analyses schemes 
before its final data review and analysis: 

a. 	 Only use data above the MDAi 
b. 	 If data were within 20% of the MDA, and if the re:p::>rted value was 

greater than the 20 error I use those data and those al::x::we the MOA. 
c. 	 If data were IT'Ore than 20% below the MOAt use half the r-IDA. 

Each of these procedures could artificially raise or sometimes 
lower 	the actual measurement from the IEL sampling stations. 
Therefore, ATSDR decided to analyze the data using the following 
procedure: 

1. 	 If the data rep::>rted was a negative value, then insert half the 
MDA . 

2. 	 If the data were below the detection limit, but greater than a 
repJrted zero, use those data as reported. 

3. 	 If the data reported were zero, then data were handled as in #1. 

III. Gross alpha and beta results Analyses for these parameters are a 
screening t<x>l under the SDWA. Under normal conditions, target levels are set 
up that, if exceeded, determine the need for additional analysis . In the 
SDWA, Primary Dri.nkinq Water Standards, the target level for gross beta is SO 
pCi/L and for gross alpha, the SI:MA screening value is as low as 15 pCi/L. If 
the screening values do not exceed these levels, no additional analyses are 
necessary. 

IV. Tritium Tritium can be one of the IIlClSt difficult environmental 
radionuclides to analyze . Because the radiation emitted is so weak, 
procedures ImlSt consiste.'1tly be repeated and gocxi lalx:>ratory techniques always 
used. Most tritium aI".alyses reported by the OEPA were siftUlar to those 
reported by USEPA. 

There was one instance where the OEPA contract lalx:>ratory rep:>rted an 
extremely high tritium value, over 1,000,000 pCi/L. The laboratory performing 
these analyses provided the following information in a mem::>randum [3J: 

Five of six samples were clear, containing less than 500 pCi/L H
3 . The one rema~ sample was cloudy and was separately 
processed. This difrere.r'lce in processl.Ilg included filterlllg the 
sa..-nole, addition of sodium hydrox.ide aI".d potassium permanganate 
and- distillation. The middle fraction of the distillate was 
collected and placed L'1 a liquid scintillation counter. No sample 
counts were repeated because QA procedures were within the 
acceptable roillge. 'The reSl;llts of this particular sample showed a 
H-3 range more tb~ lEG pC~/L. 

QEPA stated that the well showing the high tritium level on a previous ~.d 
was a non-detect and t.lte samole collected in the following round was also a 
non-detect. FUrthermore, no quality cantrol or quality assurance data were 
supplied. Therefore, OEPA l'>.as invalidated this particular samele. ATSDR 
also believes the samole to be a false IX>Sitive because there Was no need to 
filter then distill the sarrple. The SJ:MA protocols [4] do not require 
filtration. Also different types of filters may contain canpounds that may 
react with liquid scintillation fluids used for aqueous samples resulting m 
spurious counts (laboratory experience of author) . Distillation does not 
necessarily separate all catlfXJIlents in a liquid system. 

In catqlaIing the tritium levels detected at IEL to other databases in this 
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health consultation, the levels at lEL are sanewhat higher. However, the 
methods of analysis between the USEPA and USGS RASA differ . The USEPA follows 
the SDWAi whereas, USGS treats the samples differently, counts for a longer 
time and repeats the COilllts more than USEPA . Therefore, the USGS can measure 
a lower concentration of tritium. In the ERAMS databa.se, tritium fran surface 
water and groundwater suppl¥ systelT1S has been reported at concentrations 
between 0 .1 and 0.3 nanocurles per liter (lOO-30D pCi/L, including rounding 
errors). At IELI USEPA reported no levels higher than 300 pCi/L and the USGS 
RASA database indicates l evels around 140 pCi/L. In Table AIl, well 12, the 
tritium level was 170 pCi/L and in well 20, the trithun level was 179 pCi/L.
Therefore, it is ATSDR' 5 opinion that the levels of tritium detected at IEL 
are similar to background levels. 

V. Groundwater r esults The concentration of radioisotopes in groundwater can 
vazy. Uranium solubility depends on the electrical charqe (oxidation state) of 
the ion. In general the +4 state of uranium is insoluble; whereas, the +6 
state is soluble, especially when carplexed with carbonate ions. Hess, et aL 
[5J states that the solubill.ty will depend, upon other factors, on the basic 
concentration of underlying rocks through which grOLmdwater flows, and the 
aroount ofaxysen and chemicals in the water . As the oxidation states in the 
groundwater change, the degree of uranium solubility will change with the 
changing groundwater conditions. Thorium, like uranium, is very insoluble .in 
water, but it has one oxidation state and is not soluble at low temperatures 
[5] . For uranium, the NCRP [6] reports that the nationwide average 
concentration .in groundwater, based an 55,000 sanples, is about 3.2 pCi/L . In 
the National Inorganics and Radionuclide SUrvey, Longtin repJrts the estimated 
uranium activity at 2.4 pCi/L [7]. For Stark County (site of IEL), the 
uranium was less than 0 . 08 micrograms per liter. nus is approximately 0.1 
pCi/L of total uranium. In Portage Cotmty that b:::>rders Stark County, the 
uranium concentration was aJ::out 0.16 pCi/L [7] . . 

Under natural conditions, the presence of radium in groundwater depe.'1ds on the 
amount of uranium containing rocks throu$h which groundwater passes. Radium 
is rapidly absorbed to surrounding rna.tenals fran gramciwater and as such, 
does not collecJ:. in groundwater but is localized .in the areas prcducing the 
radium [5]. P.ess also says that the range of radium-226 in aquifers can range 
frcm 0 to 26 rf:i/L [5] . In the NIRS database, about 1% of all samples 
exceeded 5 pC~/L radium [7]. At IEL, the average radium concentration was 
less than 10 pCi/L. 

VI. Filter Data Radioisotcpes can serve as "finge!:prints ll because during 
decay, the decay products only arise fran the original material. For example, 
the decay of U-238 always leads to the prcduction of U-234 and Ra-226 alwaYs 
produces Rn-222. Ove:- tirt'.E, the activity of the decay products will equal tile 
activity of the oriairzl radionuclide present. In undisturbed nature, all 
decay products of U:::238 are in equilibrium with the U-238. This is also true 
for U-235 and 'Th-232 cecay products. This is called secular equilibrium 2!"'.a. 
is an irt1pOrtant cc:mfX:nent of the lEI. data analysis. Therefore, once a 
quantity of radioacti\rj.ty in the particular decay cP..ain is lmown, the otb.er 
activit~es can easily be calculated if secular equilibrium is believed to l:e 
present. 

'The procedures for ti:e collection of the filtered. sarrples have resulted in 
tmlch disagreement by the concerned parties at IEL, especially CCLT. The 
information supplied to ATSDR fran the Ohio EPA and their contractor did not 
state the weight of materials on the filter . Therefore, analysis of these 
data was not ~sible . Figures 9-12 show the USEPA analysis of the filters 
collected durmg the sampling rounds. The material collected was sedirrent 
fran rronitoring wells . Regardless of the arrount of sediment collected during 
the filtration procedures, the sediment is expected to be uniform in 
ccmcosition (r-t..aslia, ATSDR personal cx:::mm.mication). The lTOre sedirrent 
collected by filtration the rrore total radiation would be detected. However, 
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a comparison of the filters on a mass basis (activity per gram) supplies
sufficient information for analysis. 

VII. Sumnary of Health Effects For uranium, 1. 5 :t:x:me sarccmas per million 
people upon the ingestion of 5 pCi of uranitnn per day over a lifetime of 
exp::>sure has bee.'1 estimated . The normal occurrence for bone sarcaras is 750 
per million ~ple [8] . The major health problem fran exposure to uranium is 
kidney toxic~t¥. This effect is thought to have i ts effect when the uranium 
concentration ll1 the kidney reaches fran less than 1 to ~rhaps 3 micrcgrams 
uranium per gram kidney we~ght (8). In surtrnary for uraru:um isotopes, the 
National Research Council states "that exposure to natural uranium is unlikely 
to be a significant health risk in the population and may well have no 
measurable effect" [8). 

Three studies correlating radium content in drinkinq water with health effects 
have shown varied results. One study found elevatea bone cancer I the second 
found elevated bladder, lung, breast cancers, and the last study showed 
elevated levels of leukemia. HCMever, these studies do not agree with long 
tenn studies of the radium dial painters and other individuals ~sed to rugh 
radium levels, as rmlch as thousands of time more than in water [8J. The 
National Research Council believes "there is little evidence for an age or sex 
dependence of the cancer risk frcm radium isotopes!! [8] . 

Studies involving environmental exposure to thorium were not found . The TnC:lst 
epidemiolcgical studies have involved Thorotrast (thorium dioxide) patients . 
Thorotrast is a colloidal suspension once used in medical radiography to 
enhance contrast. Because of the specific chemical nature of this naterial, 
the National Research Council states that "thorium in other fonns will likely
be quite different from the dose distributions associated with Thorotrast 
aggregates, and the risks values will also be different n [8]. 
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